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SUMMARY – This study characterizes the sensitivity and accuracy of a non-invasive microwave 
radiometric thermometer intended for monitoring body core temperature directly in brain to assist 
rapid recovery from hypothermia such as occurs during surgical procedures. To study this approach, 
a human head model was constructed with separate brain and scalp regions consisting of tissue 
equivalent liquids circulating at independent temperatures on either side of intact skull.  This test 
setup provided differential surface/deep tissue temperatures for quantifying sensitivity to change in 
brain temperature independent of scalp and surrounding environment. A single band radiometer was 
calibrated and tested in a multilayer model of the human head with differential scalp and brain tem-
perature. Following calibration of a 500MHz bandwidth microwave radiometer in the head model, 
feasibility of clinical monitoring was assessed in a pediatric patient during a 2-hour surgery.  The 
results of phantom testing showed that calculated radiometric equivalent brain temperature agreed 
within 0.4°C of measured temperature when the brain phantom was lowered 10°C and returned to 
original temperature (37°C), while scalp was maintained constant over a 4.6-hour experiment.  The 
intended clinical use of this system was demonstrated by monitoring brain temperature during sur-
gery of a pediatric patient. Over the 2-hour surgery, the radiometrically measured brain temperature 
tracked within 1-2°C of rectal and nasopharynx temperatures, except during rapid cooldown and 
heatup periods when brain temperature deviated 2-4°C from slower responding core temperature 
surrogates. In summary, the radiometer demonstrated long term stability, accuracy and sensitivity 
sufficient for clinical monitoring of deep brain temperature during surgery.
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Introduction

Hypothermia, where body core temperature 
drops below 36°C, can triple the risk of morbid 
myocardial outcomes following surgery 1, triple 
the risk of surgical wound infection 2,3, increase 
blood loss 4-6, increase transfusion requirements 4-6,

prolong surgical recovery 7, and extend the du-
ration of hospitalization 2. It is therefore im-
perative that anesthesiologists monitor and 
effectively manage core temperature and for 
rapid recovery to good health, reestablishing 
normothermic temperature of the internal or-
gans is essential. Although brain is the most 
critical tissue 8, core temperature is usually 
considered to be the temperature of internal * Brent Snow and Doug Reudink are officers of Thermimage Inc.
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body organs which can differ significantly from 
brain. In fact, current thermometry devices 
typically measure only surface temperatures or 
intracavitary surrogates of body temperature 
that do not accurately reflect core temperature 

of the deep lying organs, especially brain. Each 
of these surrogate core temperature measure-
ments has inherent problems with probe place-
ment, time delays in reading true core tem-
perature, and/or are objectionably invasive 9,10.

Figure 1  CT scan of a 66-year-old female head. The collective 
thickness of skull and scalp is 10.9 mm in the forehead region 
and the distance from skin to ventricle deep in brain is 45.5 
mm.

Figure 2  Human head model with variable temperature brain tissue-equivalent liquid circulating through a balloon that fills the 
inside of the skull, and temperature controlled scalp tissue-equivalent liquid circualting through an adjustable thickness “scalp” 
under the skull. The black cable connects the external radiometer readout to the front stage radiometer and antenna sensor which 
is coupled to the scalp through a thin mylar window and facing upwards into the skull.
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Readily available non-invasive measure-
ments include axillary and forehead surface 
thermometers which vary with contact, move-
ment, perspiration, and environment, produc-
ing an unreliable prediction of temperature 
deep in the body core 11,12. Infrared thermogra-
phy can non-invasively sense thermal energy 
emitted from tissue close to the surface, but 
those measurements do not reflect tempera-
tures deep in the body. In particular, tem-
perature measurement of the temporal artery 
takes advantage of high perfusion in the region 
which could reflect core temperature, but cali-
bration of such readings is highly dependent 
on skin emissivity, perspiration, and environ-
ment which vary greatly for typical operating 
room conditions 11,12. Infrared measurements of 
the tympanic membrane have the potential to 
reflect core body temperature accurately but in 
clinical practice are less reliable due to the tor-
tuous anatomy of the ear canal and presence 
of cerumen 11,13. Invasive measurements of core 
temperature are generally accomplished either 
with intracavitary devices like rectal, Foley, 
nasopharyngeal, endotracheal and esophageal 
probes, or with temperature sensors placed in-
terstitially in the pulmonary artery 11,13-15. Place-
ment of internal temperature probes is uncom-
fortable, may require sedation or anesthesia, 
and is not without risk. The accuracy of these 
invasive probes depends on many factors 11,16. 
For instance, the position of nasopharyngeal 
temperature probes placed under anesthesia 
is uncertain and the amount of mouth breath-
ing or endotracheal tube air leakage affects the 
readings. Rectal probes work best if the probe 
tip is located against the perfused rectal wall 
rather than inside a feces, but this is difficult 
to ensure and if partially insulated from the 
rectal wall there may be significant delays in 
reading surrounding body temperature. Ac-
curacy of bladder thermometry via a Foley 
catheter depends on urine production, bladder 
volume and probe location within the bladder. 
Like rectal measurements, Foley probes gener-
ally exhibit significant time delays in reading 
actual body core temperature, especially when 
the temperature is changing rapidly from in-
tentional external heating or cooling. The most 
invasive temperature probe is a pulmonary ar-
tery catheter which is passed through a vein 
into and through the right atrium of the heart 
into the pulmonary artery. This is currently 
considered to be the best core temperature 
measurement 13. However, only severely ill or 
high-risk surgical patients warrant pulmonary 

artery monitoring due to the potential risks 
of such an invasive procedure. And because of 
their status, these patients often receive large 
amounts of room temperature IV fluids as well 
as refrigerated blood products that reduce the 
accuracy of this core temperature reading. 

This investigation reports preliminary test-
ing of a novel non-invasive core temperature 
thermometer that uses a small microwave 
radiometric sensor on the surface to measure 
thermal radiation emitted from tissue in the 
1.1-1.6 GHz band. Unlike infrared radiation 
which travels less than a centimeter to the 
surface, thermal emissions in the microwave 
range travel many centimeters through tissue. 
The amount of microwave energy received by a 
surface antenna increases with increasing tis-
sue temperature and may be used to quantify 
deep tissue temperature. We choose to monitor 
temperature inside the brain 17 rather than al-
ternative sites due to the critical nature of this 
organ and its central role in thermoregulation 

8,16. The purpose of this study is to characterize 
the sensitivity and accuracy of a new radiomet-
ric thermometer for long-term monitoring of 
core temperature in brain. To demonstrate the 
performance of the device, we built a realistic 
phantom model of the human head with sepa-
rate brain and scalp regions consisting of tissue 
equivalent liquids circulating at independent 
temperatures on either side of an intact skull. 
This life size multilayer model of the human 
head allows simulation of differential surface 
and deep tissue temperatures. Thus, the quan-
tification of radiometer sensitivity to changes 
in brain temperature becomes independent of 
scalp and operating room temperatures. 

Methods

The key innovation of this project is the in-
tegration of two critical components: a small 
(2.5 cm diameter) receive antenna specifically 
optimized with electromagnetic simulation 
software (HFSSTM - Ansys, Canonsburg, PA, 
USA) for deep penetration into the human 
head, and a high gain 1.1-1.6 GHz microwave 
radiometer with miniature printed circuit chip 
components mounted on the back of the an-
tenna sensor. The radiometer circuit achieves 
high sensitivity and noise rejection using a 
dual-matched ultralow noise high gain ampli-
fier design that maintains the receive antenna 
connection directly to the front stage amplifier 
for high sensitivity while providing a time se-
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quenced comparison to internal temperature 
reference for long-term stable calibration 18. 
The entire sensor package is contained in a 
lightweight and low profile 2.8 cm diameter by 
1.5 cm high assembly that can be held in place 
over the skin with an electromagnetic inter-
ference (EMI) shielding adhesive patch and/or 
elastic strap. 

Experimental Model of Human Head

In order to test this core temperature-sens-
ing device, a multilayer tissue phantom model 
of the human head was constructed. The lit-
erature reports a range of dimensions for the 
constituent tissues of the human head 19, with 
scalp consisting of skin that ranges from 3 
mm (forehead) to 8 mm (occipital region) thick 
and subcutaneous fat and fibrous tissues from 
4 mm to 7 mm thick overlying the skull. To 
generate a realistic physical model for radio-
metric measurements, a de-identified human 
brain CT scan dataset (e.g. Figure 1 slice) was 
analyzed with tissue segmentation software 
(Avizo, FEI Visualization Sciences Group, Bur-
lington MA, USA) to establish appropriate val-
ues for the thickness of scalp, bone, and brain 
tissues. Measurements from this CT dataset 
showed that the scalp (skin/fat/muscle) varied 
from 4.2 mm (forehead) to 10 mm (temporal 
lobe) thick and the skull bone was 6.7 mm 
thick in both regions. These measurements 
are in general agreement with the literature 19. 
The distance from the forehead surface to the 
ventricle deep in brain was 45.5 mm for this 
patient. Based on these tissue dimensions, an 
experimental model of the human head was 
constructed from tissue mimicking phantom 
mixtures for scalp and brain tissues that fit 
around an artificial human skull (Life Size 

Skull, www.anatomywarehouse.com) having 
geometry and dielectric properties similar to 
skull bone. A photograph of the experimental 
model is shown in Figure 2. 

To model the thermodynamics of scalp which 
is a mixture of skin, fat and muscle tissues, an 
adjustable thickness (6-16 mm) compartment 
was sealed against the outer surface of the 
skull and filled with temperature-controlled 
distilled water (εr = 74.2, σ = 0.28 at 1.35 GHz) 
that was circulated at 1.7 l/min flow rate to 
maintain a homogeneous stable scalp tempera-
ture. To simulate brain, a mixture of ethylene 
glycol, water and NaCl was used to approxi-
mate the electrical properties of mixed grey 
and white matter (εr = 52.43, σ=1.45 S/m at 
1.35 GHz). Dielectric properties of the phantom 
tissue components were characterized using a 
coaxial dielectric properties probe (E85070C, 
Agilent Technologies, Santa Rosa CA, USA) 
connected to a network analyzer (E5071C, 
Agilent Technologies) and adjusted to conform 
with Cole-Cole data for the respective biologi-
cal tissues 20. The liquid brain phantom was cir-
culated vigorously (~3 l/min) with a peristaltic 
pump through a latex balloon that filled the 
interior of the skull, and temperature was con-
trolled with a heat exchanger to mimic changes 
in deep brain temperature resulting from an-
esthesia and subsequent thermoregulatory re-
sponses. Temperatures of scalp and brain were 
controlled independently to provide a range of 
different surface: deep temperature gradients 
typical of various surgical procedures. These 
temperature gradients were used for calibra-
tion of the temperature conversion algorithm 
in order to distinguish volume averaged brain 
temperature from cooler and warmer scalp, 
and for subsequent testing of radiometer per-
formance.

Figure 3  2.5 cm diameter tapered log spiral microstrip an-
tenna encapsulated together with the radiometer electronics 
printed circuit on the back surface of antenna inside a cylindri-
cal copper tube with 1 mm wall thickness.
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Radiometric Sensor

In consideration of clinical constraints for 
monitoring brain temperature in an operating 
room, the design goal was a lightweight sensor 
with maximum outer diameter of 2.8 cm and 
height of 1.5 cm that can be held in position on 
the scalp with adhesive and/or an elastic band. 
The radiometric sensor (Figure 3) consists of a 
thin wall copper tube enclosure containing a 2.5 
cm dia microstrip antenna with a deep penetrat-
ing receive pattern and a 1.1-1.6 GHz printed 
circuit radiometer on the back side of the an-
tenna to preamplify and filter the received sig-
nal for transmission through a 2 m coaxial cable 
to an external readout. The radiometer circuit 
and software that convert the received signal 
into a weighted volume average temperature of 
tissue under the antenna have been described 
previously 21-24. The 2.5 cm dia thick substrate 
tapered log spiral microstrip antenna was opti-
mized for temperature monitoring of deep brain 
through iterative design in HFSS, based on an 
accurate computational model of the human 
head phantom with dimensions determined 
from a CT scan of the model and dielectric prop-
erties as measured in the brain, bone, and scalp 
regions. The optimization parameter for the 
HFSS design was the ratio of electromagnetic 
radiation received from brain to that received 
from all tissue under the antenna over the 1.1-
1.6 GHz band. Simulations were performed for 
antennas in the active mode, where energy is 
transmitted and consequently absorbed by the 
tissue underlying the antenna. This effect is 
quantified by the power deposition pattern, or 
specific absorption rate (SAR) distribution in 
tissue. When used for radiometric monitoring 
purposes, the antenna is in the passive mode 
where it collects energy emitted from tissue 
rather than transmitting energy into it. Due to 
reciprocity, the pattern of received energy in the 
passive monitoring mode is the same as that ra-
diated in the active mode, and the same antenna 
optimization technique is valid for both modes. 
This computational method has been vali-
dated experimentally in similar antennas 21-24.

Thermal Dosimetry Experiments

An initial steady state condition was estab-
lished in the head phantom by circulating 32°C 
scalp phantom through the bolus covering the 
skull surface and 37°C brain phantom through 
the latex balloon filling the interior of the skull. 
Circulation was maintained for approximately 

50 min with the head at thermal equilibrium and 
the radiometer stable. In order to demonstrate 
the radiometer's ability to measure tempera-
ture from many centimeters deep in the head 
distinctly from surface temperature changes 
in the scalp, the temperature of the circulat-
ing brain phantom was abruptly decreased by 
10°C while maintaining the scalp at constant 
32°C for approximately 90 min. Radiometric 
power (P) was measured continuously and con-
verted into equivalent temperature (T) using 
P=mGT, where m is a calibration constant and 
G is the gain calculated from the radiometric 
signal from the known temperature reference 
load. Brain temperature was varied and scalp 
temperature held constant. To demonstrate 
the accuracy and stability of radiometric read-
ings over an extended time such as long open 
heart surgery, the circulating brain tempera-
ture was changed abruptly +10°C back to its 
original baseline (37°C) and maintained steady 
for an additional two hours. Temperatures of 
both phantom tissue regions were monitored 
continuously during the experiment using 
fiberoptic sensors (Luxtron 3100, LumaSense 
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for 
comparison with the radiometric readings.

Error and Statistical Analyses

The radiometric signal was smoothed using 
a 200-400 point moving median calculation in 
order to eliminate the short-term fluctuations 
from EMI environmental noise. Radiometer 
accuracy was quantified in terms of measure-
ment error, defined by the absolute difference 
between brain temperatures measured by the 
fiberoptic probe and calculated from radiomet-
ric received power. A statistical analysis of the 
difference was implemented for each segment 
of the experiment: initial steady state with 
37°C brain and 32°C scalp, rapid brain cooling, 
steady state plateau at 27°C brain tempera-
ture, rewarming, and final steady state plateau 
with brain returned to 37°C. The minimum, 
maximum, and average +/– standard deviation 
(SD) of differences between radiometer and 
fiberoptic measured brain temperatures were 
calculated over each segment and for the entire 
experiment. 

Clinical Correlation

In order to demonstrate the clinical feasibil-
ity of this radiometric monitoring approach, 
an Institutional Review Board approval was 
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obtained for passive non-invasive monitor-
ing of pediatric brain temperature during 
surgery. For initial proof of concept, a radio-
metric sensor was placed on the temple of a 

one-year-old male patient – undergoing ven-
triculoseptal defect repair surgery – to radio-
metrically measure brain temperature. As is 
typical in this operating room, body tempera-

Figure 4  HFSS-simulated SAR pattern of a 2.5 cm diameter log spiral microwave antenna on the human head model. Simulations 
performed at the center band frequency of 1.35 GHz demonstrate that the radiometer is sensitive to scalp temperature (maximum 
SAR and received power in red) but receives a significant portion of the energy at 1.35 GHz from brain tissues inside the skull.  

Figure 5  Equivalent brain tissue temperature (black) calcu-
lated from total power receiveed by a non-invasive radiometric 
sensor closely mirrors the actual temperature of the cirulat-
ing variable temperature brain phantom (red) as measured 
through constant temperature scalp tissue (blue), with no 
significant error from drift in radiometer calibration over 4.5 
hours of monitoring.

Figure 6  Absolute temperature difference between the equiva-
lent brain temperature calculated from radiometer received 
power readings and the fiberoptic probe measured tempera-
ture of circulating brain phantom.

Figure 7  Equivalent brain temperature (black) from 400-point 
median calculations of raw radiometric readings during sur-
gery of pediatric patient, correlated with manually recorded 
rectal (red) and nasopharyngeal (blue) core temperature meas-
urements and skin surface just under the radiometric sensor 
(green dashed line). Note the large (up to 4°C) difference in 
core temperature readings during the time of rapid tempera-
ture change in the patient and closer agreement of core meas-
urements after a period of steady state (1-2°C).
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tures were charted with 1°C precision at ap-
proximately 15 min intervals, providing a 
general reference for changes in body core 
temperature during the two-hour surgical 
procedure. Skin surface was measured with 
a thermistor embodied in the radiometer and 
deep brain temperature was monitored contin-
uously with the radiometric sensor through-
out the 120 minute surgical procedure, while 
the patient’s whole body was cooled approxi-
mately 6°C and subsequently rewarmed. The 
calculated radiometric brain temperature was 
compared with the skin temperature under 
the sensor and with the nasopharyngeal and 
rectal core temperatures recorded manually 
by the anesthesiologist during the procedure.  

Results

Figure 4 shows the HFSS-simulated receive 
pattern for the optimized antenna when placed 
on the experimental heterogeneous multilayer 
human head model. The receive pattern is 
shown for the center frequency of the radiomet-
ric band (1.35 GHz). Although there is a large 
signal (maximum in red) obtained from superfi-
cial scalp, it is clear that a significant portion of 
the microwave energy received by the antenna 
is derived from brain tissues inside the cranium. 
Note the minimal signal (in blue) collected from 
skull due to the low dielectric constant and di-
electric loss of bone at microwave frequencies.

Figure 5 presents the radiometer response 
to serial 10°C changes in brain phantom tem-
perature (37°C - 27°C - 37°C) while holding 
the superficial scalp region constant at 32°C. 
The radiometric signal (black curve) includes a 
74 second delay caused by a 200 point median 
calculation applied in real time to smooth elec-
tromagnetic interference caused variations in 
the raw data. Although scalp temperature was 
maintained constant over the entire experi-

ment, the deep penetrating radiometer sensor 
was able to track changes in brain phantom 
inside the skull precisely. The calculated ra-
diometric equivalent brain temperatures and 
fiberoptic probe measured brain temperatures 
demonstrate a very high correlation (r = 0.9979 
and p < 0.001) over this 4.6-hour experiment.

The accuracy and stability of the radiometric 
signal is shown in Figure 6, which presents the 
difference between the radiometer and fiberop-
tic measured temperatures of circulating brain 
phantom. The maximum difference during the 
entire experiment is 0.4°C. Table 1 presents a 
more detailed analysis of this temperature dif-
ference including relevant statistical parame-
ters for each heating/cooling/steady state phase 
of the experiment. The difference is higher dur-
ing times of rapidly changing temperature than 
during the three steady state periods.

Figure 7 shows the radiometric brain tem-
perature of a one-year-old male patient along 
with measured rectal, nasopharyngeal, and 
skin temperatures during a two-hour surgical 
procedure. The brain temperature (solid black 
curve) was calculated from a median of 400 
measured points (about five minutes of data) 
and thus lags the other core temperature meas-
urements during the rapid cooling phase from 
38 to 50 minutes into surgery. The data are 
plotted together with corresponding rectal and 
nasopharyngeal temperature measurements. 
Due to manual recording of core temperatures 
during pediatric cardiac anesthesia, rectal and 
nasopharyngeal temperatures may have up to 
15 minutes uncertainty in timing relative to 
the precisely timed computer-acquired radio-
metric and skin data. Within this uncertainty, 
a loose correlation of falling and rising tem-
peratures is seen between all core temperature 
measures. Notably, the nasopharyngeal and 
rectal measures exhibit a distinct time delay 
returning towards normothermia compared to 
the brain readings, producing a higher differ-

Segment Time Min (°C) Max (°C) Ave (°C) SD (°C)

Constant at 37°C 0-44 –0.22 0.21 0.02 0.08

Cooling 44-72 –0.38 0.32 –0.07 0.15

Constant at 27°C 72-129 –0.35 0.14 –0.07 0.08

Rewarming 129-160 –0.36 0.36 0.05 0.18

Constant at 37°C 160-275 –0.12 0.43 0.13 0.11

Full experiment 0-275 –0.38 0.43 0.04 0.14

Table 1  Statistical analysis of the temperature difference Tfiberoptic – Tradiometer over each segment of the phantom model heating and 
cooling experiment.
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ential between brain and other core tempera-
ture surrogates during patient rewarming. 

Throughout most of the two-hour surgical 
procedure recorded in Figure 7, the calculated 
radiometric brain temperature remained 1-2°C 
higher than other core temperatures, includ-
ing skin. The calculated difference in core tem-
perature measured in brain and rectum (Tbrain 
– Trectum) ranges from 0.4°C at their minimum 
values around 31°C to as high as 3.5°C at the 
peak brain temperature occurring 80 minutes 
into surgery. Similarly, the difference between 
the radiometric determination of brain tem-
perature and the nasopharyngeal sensor (Tbrain 
– Tnaso) ranged from a minimum of 1°C at the 
beginning of surgery to a maximum of 4.5°C at 
the time of peak temperature in brain during 
reheating of the patient.

Discussion

There is extensive clinical evidence that 
measuring body core temperature accurately, 
during surgery and when returning patients 
quickly to the normothermic range following 
surgery has significant benefit to the patient in 
terms of speed of recovery and reduction of po-
tential post-surgical complications. Currently 
this is of most benefit in managing patients 
recovering from hypothermic events such as 
cardiac surgery with temperature-regulated 
bypass perfusion, resuscitation of near drown-
ing victims, or other severe hypothermia expo-
sure. During these acute situations, the abil-
ity to provide rapid and accurate feedback of 
critically important core temperature as deter-
mined from the most vital tissue (brain) and 
abdominal organs would be invaluable to treat-
ing physicians. As is evident from Figure 7, 
the typical manual recording of patient’s core 
temperature - with a precision of 1°C at ap-
proximately 15-minute intervals in surrogate 
sites like rectum or nasopharynx - produces an 
imprecise and time-delayed estimate of actual 
critical core temperature in brain.

The current effort introduces an entirely 
passive non-invasive thermometer capable of 
continuously monitoring core temperature di-
rectly within the brain. The measurement ap-
proach is based on the principle that thermal 
energy radiates from living tissue in propor-
tion to temperature, with a significant amount 
of power emitted at microwave frequencies. 
This thermal radiation can be collected with 
a passive microwave receive antenna on the 

skin surface, amplified, filtered and quanti-
fied with a sensitive power detector. With ap-
propriate electronics and software processing, 
the received power can be correlated directly 
with temperature of tissue located within the 
radiation field of the antenna. Such a meas-
urement device is termed a microwave ra-
diometer and is the subject of this study. 

Attempts to use microwave radiometry for 
long-term monitoring of deep brain tempera-
ture have proven inadequate in the past due 
to: i) use of higher frequency (>2.5 GHz) radio-
metric bands and antennas that do not pene-
trate well, ii) lack of drift compensation for the 
radiometer electronics, and/or iii) not account-
ing for the correct percentage of signal coming 
from brain in different people caused by unique 
tissue geometry and impedance match 26-31.

The current experimental characterization 
of a novel microwave radiometer for deep tis-
sue monitoring follows extensive development 
efforts of our group to optimize a lower fre-
quency 1.1-1.6 GHz radiometer and deep pen-
etrating, thick substrate, log spiral antennas 

21-24. With the HFSS-based simulation approach 
validated, a miniature 2.5 cm dia antenna was 
optimized for maximum sensitivity to thermal 
emissions from inside the human skull, with 
geometry determined from a CT scan of an 
adult human head. The antenna radiation pat-
terns simulated for this realistic multilayer tis-
sue load show that within the 1.1-1.6 GHz ra-
diometric band up to 50% of the emitted energy 
captured by the surface antenna comes from 
tissue at depths of 1.4-4.5 cm (i.e. inside the 
skull). With knowledge of the skin surface tem-
perature and a percentage of the total received 
signal emanating from brain, the equivalent 
brain temperature can be calculated from this 
single 500 MHz band radiometer. 

The microwave antenna/radiometer sensor 
developed for this application allows direct 
core temperature measurements of critically 
important brain tissue from a small surface an-
tenna. The sensing of thermal energy radiating 
from tissue by the antenna is entirely passive; 
there is no energy applied to the patient. The 
tests described in this study demonstrate that 
the radiometric sensor has high sensitivity to 
changes in brain temperature, and provides a 
stable signal over extended time periods since 
temperature references inside the radiometer 
sensor automatically compensate for drift in 
the gain of microwave electronics. The result-
ing accuracy is encouraging and appears to be 
within the range of currently used clinical core 
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temperature measurement devices 16 while pro-
viding much faster feedback of critically impor-
tant brain temperature.  

The maximum difference seen over the 
4.6-hour phantom brain monitoring experiment 
was 0.4°C, which occurred during the rapid 
temperature changes when cooling (–0.57°C/
min) and rewarming (0.62°C/min) the brain 
phantom. Although there was a 74s delay in 
measurements due to the moving median cal-
culation window, the temperature changes in 
patients undergoing surgery are much slower 
(e.g. taking 20-30 minutes to heat or cool sev-
eral degrees 25). Thus, the transient tempera-
ture errors during rapid cooling and rewarm-
ing periods do not appear significant. In fact, 
the 74s delay in brain temperature calculation 
appears small compared to typical time delays 
of reading core temperature from remote sites 
like nasopharynx and rectum, as seen in Fig-
ure 7. Figure 5 shows cyclic variations of cal-
culated radiometric temperature during the 
steady state periods with a maximum devia-
tion of +0.27°C. The cyclic nature of these vari-
ations suggests that they may be the result of 
the pulsatile peristaltic pump-induced convec-
tion currents within the balloon, and thus cor-
respond to actual small temperature variations 
in the brain phantom rather than electromag-
netic noise.

It is important to note from the phantom 
study (Figure 5) that a significant portion of 
the radiometric measured temperature (in red) 
is derived from brain tissue inside the cra-
nium, which was varied in temperature while 
holding the scalp (in blue) constant. It is true 
that the antenna receives a significant propor-
tion of energy from tissues close to the surface, 
but the results of this study demonstrate our 
ability to read a radiometric signal directly 
proportional to temperature change in a region 
of brain under the antenna independent of the 
constant temperature scalp. Furthermore, the 
data demonstrate our ability to track changes 
in brain temperature over long time periods 
typical of open heart bypass surgery, enabling 
the physician to carefully monitor the patient’s 
return to normothermic temperature quickly at 
the end of a long procedure. 

As the initial step to introduce this tech-
nology into clinical use, this work reports one 
clinical case of monitoring deep brain tempera-
ture during a two-hour pediatric hypothermic 
cardiac surgery procedure. Although no gold 
standard measurement of brain temperature 
was available in this preliminary clinical case, 

an encouraging correlation is seen between fall-
ing and rising temperatures inside the brain 
with surrogate core temperature measures in 
the rectum and nasopharynx. While promising, 
a full clinical investigation is planned to con-
firm the utility of this new brain core tempera-
ture measurement device in surgical patients, 
by comparing the information from this non-
invasive sensor with other core temperature 
monitoring approaches.

Conclusion

A non-invasive core temperature thermom-
eter has been developed based on a single 
band 1.1-1.6 GHz microwave radiometer with 
progressive calibration technology. The accom-
panying radiometric sensor includes a dual-
matched ultra-low noise pre-amplifier with in-
ternal temperature compensation and filtering, 
and a tapered log spiral antenna embedded in a 
lightweight and low profile 2.8 cm diameter by 
1.5 cm high assembly. Experimental measure-
ments were performed in a full-scale multilayer 
tissue model of the human head to confirm our 
ability to sense small temperature changes in 
deep brain, independent of the temperatures of 
overlying scalp and skull. This phantom study 
shows that a non-invasive microwave radiom-
eter has the ability to track changes in brain 
temperature with an accuracy better than 
0.5°C over long periods of time, as typical of 
open heart bypass surgery.  Radiometric meas-
urements of pediatric brain temperature dur-
ing a two-hour surgical procedure demonstrate 
a loose correlation with core temperature meas-
urements in rectum and nasopharynx, but ap-
pear to respond more quickly to changes in cir-
culating blood temperature during patient re-
warming. These data point to the clinical util-
ity of this radiometric monitoring approach for 
rapid and safe non-invasive determination of 
critical brain temperature. This non-invasive 
assessment of volume-averaged brain core tem-
perature should become a valuable tool to assist 
thermal management of patients undergoing 
surgery or recovery from hypothermic events 
and thus reduce complications from surgery.
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